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The executive of the Terrace Bay Minor Hockey
Association are to be congratulated on the fine
program arranged by them last Friday in observance
of Minor Hockey week across canada. Approximately one hundred and eighty adults paid to attend
the affair and one hundred and ten hockey players
|. participated. A total estimate of 400 attended.
Reeve W.E. Cavanaugh tossed the puck at the
start of the first game which saw Blue Pee-Wees
battle to a 2 - 2 tie with the Red Pee-Wees.
The second exciting game saw the Pee-Wee
allstars rack up three big ones to the Teen League's
one goal. Bajkiewicz-Hirt, Ojavee-Osmar and
Spzak-Calder were the scorers for Pee-Wees and
Malashewski for the Teen League.

In the Atom "A" and "B" Divisions the "Home"
Teams and the "Visitors" proved something (maybe that their coaches use’ the same methods)

as their games ended 2-2 and 0-0 respectively.
But how those mighty Atoms try has to be seen to
be appreciated.
Prizes were distributed to the winners of a poster
contest held to publicize the event. Terrace Bay
Sports and Recreation Co-ordinator Jerry Dupas _

presented $5. to Janet Roberts, $3 to Ron Lapenskie
and $2 to Carla Calder, who placed Ist, 2nd and
3rd in the contest.

Cheer leaders from Terrace Bay High School Paulette Duquette, Jane Persson, Linda
Joan Belliveau (leader), Cathy Graham,

Kennedy,
Wendy

McMillan and Jackie Turner kept enthusiasm at a
high pitch with their spirited antics during play.
Winners of the Hamper Draw were announced as
Bill Randa Sr. and J. Mikus.
In recognition of his untiring efforts to promote
hockey in Terrace Bay Lester Legault was presented
with a Scroll by A. Chisholm.
Maurice Dozois refereed a tight game between
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